
Broward Health and Salah Foundation Children’s
Hospital install a Interactive Aquarium to engage
and entertain children.

Digital Aquarium

Interactive Displays

Broward Health and Salah Foundation
Children’s Hospital elects Intermedia
Touch to create a Custom Digital
Interactive Aquarium.

MIAMI, FLORIDA, USA, January 18,
2018 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Miami,
Florida – January 2018:

The Salah Foundation Children’s
Hospital wanted to create a unique
experience by making use of the latest
interactive technology, allowing children
in the hospital to engage with an
application that is interactive and fun. 

Intermedia Touch, a leader in digital
signage, custom interactive applications,
and multimedia solutions, is thrilled to
announce that the company has provided
an innovative solution in the healthcare
sector, as it successfully installs a digital
signage solution for the entertainment of
children and their families during their
time, at the Salah Foundation Children’s
Hospital.

The Interactive Aquarium concept begins
with multiple interactive displays where
guests can create their creature “sea
friend,” assign them a costume and name
them. Once created their friend is sent
down the hallway to the Blue Lagoon.
The Blue Lagoon is a massive 80”
display where the guests can view the
“sea friend” they created in a digital aquarium alongside other “sea friends.” Also, to enhance the
experience, guests have the option to email their “sea friend” to themselves to share on social media
with friends and family.

The Aquarium project is a small part of the renovation taking place at Salah Foundation Children’s
Hospital but, it is an integral part of adding to the guest experience.

http://www.einpresswire.com


For more information, please visit: www.intermediatouch.com

About Intermedia Touch:

Intermedia Touch, Inc. is a leader in interactive technology and custom application solutions for a
broad range of corporate clients. Offering unmatched service and extensive experience as a
technology integrator, our goal is to create unique experiences by making use of the latest interactive
technology and applications available in the digital signage industry.

Intermedia Touch, Inc. offers powerful custom software solutions as well as a diverse array of
interactive hardware options that include interactive touch screen monitors, interactive infrared
surfaces, interactive video walls, interactive holographic glass, indoor/outdoor kiosks, as well as LED
signs. With more than 15 years of experience in the information technology and audiovisual fields, the
team at Intermedia Touch, Inc. strives to tailor custom interactive solutions that will create the highest
visual impact and relevance for your specific target audience.

For further details on the products and services that Intermedia Touch, Inc. has to offer, feel free to
contact us at 305-517-3894, or send an email to info@intermediatouch.com. You can visit us online at
www.intermediatouch.com or in person at 2600 NW 75 Avenue, Suite 200, Miami, FL 33122.
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